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Constrained Games: The Impact of the
Attitude to Adversary’s Constraints

Eitan Altman and Eilon Solan

Abstract—We consider properties of constrained games, where the
strategy set available to a player depends on the choice of strategies made
by other players. We show that the utilities of each player associated
with that player’s own performance and constraints are not sufficient
to model a constrained game and to define equilibria; for the latter, one
also needs to model how a player values the fact that other players meet
their constraints. We study three different approaches to other players’
constraints, and show that they exhibit completely different equilibrium
behaviors. Further, we study a general class of stochastic games with
partial information, and focus on the case where the players are indifferent
to whether the constraints of other players hold.

Index Terms—Common coupled constraints (CCC), general constrained
games (GCG).

I. INTRODUCTION

Games with constraints have long been used for modeling and
studying noncooperative control in various areas [9], [11], [13]. Var-
ious models exist for constrained games; the simplest being one with
orthogonal constraints, where the strategies of the players are restricted
independently of each other [15]. A second model of interest is the
model of common coupled constraints (CCC) [14], [15], in which all
players have a common convex non-orthogonal multi-strategy space.
This model can be viewed as constraints that are common to all users.
A unilateral deviation of a player from some feasible multi-strategy
(one that satisfies the constraints) to another strategy that is feasible
for that player, does not result, therefore, in the violation of constraints
of other users. CCC have often been used in networking problems,
where capacity constraints of links are naturally common. We study
CCC in Section III.
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In general constrained games (GCG) [8] the constraints are not nec-
essarily common to all users. Therefore, if a single player deviates from
a multi-strategy that is feasible for all players to another strategy that
is feasible for the deviating player, the new multi-strategy need not be
feasible for other users.

We argue that, in addition to the players’ constraints, it is important
to indicate the goal of each player with respect to the other players’ con-
straints: does a player wish to prevent the constraints of another player
to hold, or is the player indifferent to whether or not they hold. For ex-
ample, when there are two players, and only one player, say, player 2
(P2), has constraints, the strategic behavior of P2 depends on the goals
of player 1 (P1). If P1’s primary goal is to prevent P2 to satisfy P2’s
constraints whenever possible, P2 must be very careful in choosing his
strategy. If, on the other hand, P1’s primary goal is to maximize his own
payoffs, P2 has more strategies available. We show that qualitative as-
pects of the game differ when the players’ attitudes towards the other
players’ constraints vary. We then provide, in Section V-B, a general
equilibrium existence result for stochastic games in which the players
are indifferent towards the other players’ constraints.

II. THE MODEL

Consider games with � players. The set of strategies avail-
able to each player � is �� (which may be finite or infinite).
Set � � ��

�����, and for every � � ����
�

��� � � set
��� � ���� � � � � ����� ����� � � � � �� �, for every �. Given a
multi-strategy of the other players, ���, the constraints allow player �
to choose a strategy from the constrained strategy set ������� � ��.
A multi-strategy � � ����

�

��� is feasible if �� � ������� for
every player �. The payoff 1 of player � is described by a function
�� � � � �� � ��	
, such that ����� � �� for every feasible
multi-strategy �. Thus, the payoff is defined even if the constraints
are violated, but in this case the payoff may be infinite. These games
are called General Constrained Games (GCG), since the constraints
of one player may be different from those of other players. A feasible
multi-strategy � is an equilibrium if ����� � ����

�

�� ����, for every
player �, and for every strategy ��� � �������.

Example II.1. Power Control in a Cellular Network: There are �

mobile terminals, each of which has to send a transmission to a base
station. Time is slotted, and at each time slot only one transmission can
be successful. The strategic choice of each mobile � is the transmission
power �� that the mobile uses. The received power of mobile � is given
by ����, where �� is the channel gain, and it is assumed to be constant.
At each time slot, the transmission of the mobile that maximizes the
received power is successful. The goal of each mobile � is to minimize
the transmission power ��, subject to the constraint that its minimum
expected throughput (which is the probability of a successful transmis-
sion) is at least some given bound. This is a GCG, since the success
probability of a mobile depends on the actions of all other mobiles.

Dynamic Version: Consider a dynamic situation, in which from time
to time each mobile has to send transmissions to the base station, and
the channel gains are not constant, but rather each one follows a Markov
chain; that is, �������� form � independent Markov chains, where
����� is the gain of mobile’s � channel at time �. Assume also that there
is a finite set of available power levels. Each mobile � knows at time
� the number of transmissions waiting in the player’s queue and the
player’s gain ����� at that time, but is unaware of the status of the other
mobiles; all the player knows is the joint distribution of the number
of transmissions they have to send and the joint distribution of their

1At present we do not require that the payoff functions or the functions
� �� � �� � be measurable. When we state our results, we will indicate
which conditions these functions should satisfy.
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channel gains. The strategic choice of each mobile at every time slot �
is its transmission power ����� at that time slot, and the received power
from mobile � is the product ����������. We may then consider the
game where mobile � minimizes his own average power subject to his
average expected throughput being at least some given bound. Alter-
native objectives will be discussed in Section V-B.

III. GAMES WITH COMMON COUPLED CONSTRAINTS

The game has Common Coupled Constraints (CCC) if, for every
multi-strategy � � ����

�

��� and every pair of players � and �, �� �
������� �� �� � �������. Thus, in games with CCC, for every
multi-strategy, the constraints of one player are satisfied if and only if
the constraints of all players are satisfied.

A zero-sum game is a two-player game in which ����� � �. In this
case we denote the payoff function of player 1 by � ; that is, �� � �

and �� � �� . The upper value is ������ 	
���� ��� ���	 
�, and
the lower value is 	
���� ������ ��� ���	 
�. The game has a value
if the upper value and the lower value are the same.

A feasible multi-strategy ���	 
�� is a constrained saddle point if

����	 
�� � 	
�
��� �� �

���	 
�� � ���
��� �� �

����	 
��

We call����	 
�� the saddle point payoff. In zero-sum games, the con-
cepts of equilibrium and saddle point coincide. In unconstrained (finite)
matrix games, as well as in (finite) matrix games with orthogonal con-
straints, a saddle point in mixed strategies always exists, and the saddle
point payoff is the value of the game. Moreover, if ���	 
�� and ���	 
��
are two saddle points, then ���	 
�� and ���	 
�� are also saddle points.
More generally, the following holds for zero-sum games (e.g., [7, p.
126]):

Lemma III.1. (Minmax Theorem): Let �� and �� be convex subsets
of linear topological spaces, where �� is compact. Consider a function
� � �� � �� � � such that:

— for each � � ��, 
 � ���	 
� is convex and lower semi-contin-
uous;

— for each 
 � ��, � � ���	 
� is concave.
Then there exists some 
� � ��such that

���
���

	
�
���

���	 
� � 	
�
���

���	 
�� � 	
�
���

���
���

���	 
��

We conclude that under the conditions of the lemma, if �� is com-
pact as well then a saddle point exists. As we will see below, when the
constraints are non-orthogonal the situation is completely different.

The following assumption will hold throughout the sequel.
Assumption A: For every � � �� and for every 
 � �� the sets

���
� and ����� are nonempty.
In the context of games with CCC, this assumption is without loss

of generality. Indeed, if, e.g., ���
� � �, P2 cannot use the strategy

, since the constraints will be violated whatever P1 plays. Therefore,
such strategies can be deleted from P2’s strategy set.

Example III.1. Matrix Games: In matrix games, the set of strategies
of the players is the set of probability distributions over their respec-
tive (finite) sets of actions, the payoff function is multi-linear, and the
constraints are multi-linear as well. Consider the constrained zero-sum
matrix game that appears in Fig. 1. The game is defined as follows:

i) The strategies of P1 and P2 are the probability distri-
butions written as row vectors: � � ���� �	 ���� and

 � �
�� �	 
���, respectively.

ii) There are two matrices: � and �. The first corresponds to utili-
ties and the second to constraints. The entries of � are the num-
bers given in the left-hand side of the corresponding boxes of
the matrix in Fig. 1. The entries of � correspond to the numbers

Fig. 1. Zero-sum game with coupled constraints.

appearing in parentheses in the right-hand side of each box in
Fig. 1.

iii) P1 wishes to maximize the expected outcome ��
�, and P2
wishes to minimize it. (
� is the transpose of 
).

iv) As in [15], the constraint is common to both players: ��
� 	 �,
where � is some constant, taken to be 0 in this example.

Consider the strategy �� � ��	 �� of P1 (choose T with probability
1). In order for the constraint to hold, P2 has to play 
� � ��	 �� (choose
R with probability 1), and the payoff is ���
�� � �. Since 1 is the
maximal payoff we obtain

���
�

���
������ ���

��

� � ���	�� � ��

Next, assume that P2 chooses 
� � ��	 �� (choose L with proba-
bility 1). To meet the constraint, P1 has to play �� � ��	 �� (choose B
with probability 1), and the payoff is ���
�� � ��. Since �1 is the
minimal payoff we obtain

���
�

���
������ ���

��

� � ��	�� � ���

We conclude that the value does not exist. Moreover, we obtain the
surprising unusual inequality

���
�

���
������ ���

��

�
� ���

�
���

������ ���
��


�
� (1)

Observe that the two multi-strategies �� � ��	 ��, 
� � ��	 �� and
�� � ��	 ��, 
� � ��	 �� are constrained saddle points, that yield dif-
ferent payoffs. In addition, �� � ��	 ��, 
� � ��	 �� and �� � ��	 ��,

� � ��	 �� are not saddle points (the first one is not even feasible).

Example III.2. Networking Games: Parallel Links: Consider a net-
work with two parallel links connecting a source and a destination.
Player � has a total demand ��, and has to decide how to split his
demand between the two links. The strategy of player � is given by
�� � ����	 �

�
��, where ��	 is the amount of flow that player � sends over

link �. The capacity of link � is �	 units, and the cost per unit flow of
link � is �	��	�, where �	 � ��	 � ��	 is the total flow on the link.

Consider an example with two players, �� � �, ����	� � �	, �� �
�, �� � ��, �� � �� � �. Then the average cost for P1 is given
by ���� � �����

�
� � ����. We assume that P1 wishes to minimize this

cost and P2 wants to maximize it. P2 can be viewed as an intruder who
wishes to degrade the performance of P1.

If P1 plays first, then P1 has a dominant strategy of shipping all his
demands through link 1: ��� � �, ��� � �, and, independently of the
strategy of P2, ���� � �, so that

���
�

���

� ��� 
� � �� 	
����
�

���� � ��

Similarly, if P2 plays first, P2 has the dominant strategy of sending all
his flow through link 1. We then get

���
�

���

� ��� 
� � �� 	
����
�

���� � ��
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Thus, again we obtain the surprising inequality

���
�

���
�� ��� �� ��� �����	
��

��������
�

���
�� ��� �� ��� �����	
��

�����

In this example there is a continuum of constrained saddle points:
each multi-strategy � that satisfies ��

� � ��
� 	 
 is a saddle point.

Moreover, each saddle point yields a different payoff.
We now show that the surprising phenomenon that was exhibited in

Examples III.1 and III.2 is common in games with common constraints.
We define the unrestricted game to be the one in which the con-

straints are relaxed in a way that the coupling between the constraints
on each player is removed. The set of strategies of player 1 and 2 are
then �� and ��, respectively.

Theorem III.1: Consider a zero-sum game with CCC, and assume
that in the unrestricted game the value exists (see Lemma III.1):

��
���

���
���

���� �� 	 ���
���

��
���

���� ��� (2)

Then the original constrained game satisfies

��
���

���
��� ���

���� �� � ���
���

��
��� ���

���� ��� (3)

Proof: Let � be the value of the unrestricted game

� �	 ��
���

���
���

���� �� 	 ���
���

��
���

���� ���

For every � � �� one has ����� � ��, and therefore
����� ��� ���� �� � ����� ���� ��. Hence

���
���

��
��� ���

���� �� � ���
���

��
���

���� �� 	 ��

By symmetry we obtain: � � ����� ������ ��� ���� ��. Com-
bining the two equations yields (3).

Remark III.1:
i) In zero-sum games with CCC, the maximization and minimiza-

tion by players 1 and 2 respectively are restricted to feasible
multi-strategies. The upper and lower values that appear in (3)
are both taken over the feasible multi-strategies. This is in spite
of the fact that in the left-hand side, the maximization of P1 is
over all ��; P2 takes care that the constraints of P1 are satisfied.
A symmetric argument holds for the right-hand side.

ii) Eq. (3) holds also in constrained games without CCC. But it no
longer has a useful interpretation, since (a) the lower value in the
left-hand side is no longer restricted to multi-strategies that are
feasible for P1, and (b) the upper value (in the right-hand side) is
no longer restricted to multi-strategies that are feasible for P2.

iii) The inequality ������ ����� ���� �� �
����� ������ ���� ��, which represents the situa-
tion when no constraints are present, always holds. As Theorem
III.1 states, in games with constraints in which the second
mover must fulfill the constraints, the reverse inequality holds.
This result is similar to the first mover advantage that is well
recognized in economic theory. As we will see later, when the
first mover has to play a strategy that ensures that the constraints
are satisfied whatever the other player plays, this phenomenon
no longer exists.

IV. AGGRESSIVE ATTITUDE TO ADVERSARY’S CONSTRAINTS

In this section we study zero-sum games with coupled constraints, in
which each player’s main goal is to prevent the other player from sat-
isfying his constraints. We call this situation an “aggressive attitude to

Fig. 2. Zero-sum game with constraints on player 2’s strategies.

the adversary’s constraints.” (We assume however that whenever pos-
sible, a player will not violate his own constraints in order to prevent
the constraints of the other player from being satisfied.)

The max-min value corresponds to the situation in which P1 moves
first. Since the main goal of P2 is to prevent P1 from satisfying the con-
straints, P1 must choose a strategy that guarantees that the constraints
are satisfied, whatever P2 plays. Let �� 	 �� � � � ������ 	� � ���
be the set of those strategies of P1. Similarly, let �� 	 �� � � �
������ 	� � ��� be the set of strategies of P2 that ensure that the con-
straints are satisfied, whatever P1 plays. The max-min value is given
by ����� ������ ��� ���� ��, while the min-max value is given by
������ ����� ��� ���� ��.

We assume the following throughout the rest of the section.
Assumption B: �� and �� are nonempty sets.
As we will now show, in this setup the inequality in (2) in Theorem

III.1 is reversed.
Theorem IV.1: Consider a zero-sum game with GCG. Suppose that

the value of the game in which each player 	 is restricted to strategies
in �� exists. When both players have an aggressive attitude to the ad-
versary’s constraints, then

��
���

���
��� ���

���� �� � ���
���

��
��� ���

���� ��� (4)

Remark IV.1: The reason that the inequality here is reversed is that a
player P who plays first must be very cautious—that player must play a
strategy in �� (or ��) that ensures that the player meets the constraints
whatever the other player plays, whereas if P moves second then P has
more available strategies, since the other player’s strategy was already
chosen. This lowers (resp. increases) the value that P1 (resp. P2) can
guarantee.

Note that CCC is not a special case of this framework, so our pre-
vious counterexamples do not allow us to conclude that a value does
not exist here.

Proof: The result holds by the following chain of inequalities, which
is true since �� � 
���� for every �, since the game in which the
players are restricted to strategies in �� and �� has a value, and since
�� � 
���� for every �:

��
���

���
��� ���

���� �� � ��
���

���
���

���� ��

	 ���
���

��
���

���� �� � ���
���

��
��� ���

���� ��

The following example shows that, already in the simplest context
of matrix games with aggressive attitude to the adversary’s constraints,
neither the value nor a saddle point may exist. In Section V-B we
show that if the players are indifferent to other players’ constraints,
an equilibrium always exists (and therefore in particular a saddle point
in zero-sum games always exists).

Example IV.1: Consider the constrained game given in Fig. 2. We
assume that player 1 is not constrained, so that �� 	 ��, whereas the
constraints of player 2 are multi-linear: ����� 	 �� � �
�� � ��,
where � 	 ��� is a constant.
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We first show that the value need not exist. The set ��, which con-
tains all the strategies of P2 that guarantee that P2 meets the constraints
no matter what P1 does, is the singleton {(1/2,1/2)} (that is, the actions
L and R have the same probability of being played). This implies that
������ ������ ���� �� 	 
 is obtained when P1 uses the action �
with probability 1. On the other hand, ������ ������ ��� ���� �� 	
���. Indeed, P1 can get approximately 3/4 by playing �
���� 
����
where � is a small positive number: the best response of P2 is (1/2,1/2),
and the payoff is ������. To see that P1 cannot guarantee more than
3/4, observe that if P1 plays ���� �� �����, then, if ��� � � 
� the
best response of P2 is L, which yields payoff ��� � � 
�, whereas,
if ��� � � 
�, by playing (1/2,1/2) P2 ensures that the payoff is

 � ��� �� � ���.

We conclude that in this example

���
���

���
��� ���

���� �� 	 ���
���

���
���

���� ��

and the value does not exist.
We now argue that in this game a saddle point does not exist either.

As mentioned above, �� 	 ��
��
���, hence the only strategy of
P2 that can be part of a saddle point is �� 	 �
��
��. However, P1’s
best reply to �� is B, and P2’s best reply to B is L and not ��.

Though in general a saddle point need not exist, there are zero-sum
games in which both players have an aggressive attitude to their adver-
sary’s constraints that do possess a saddle point, for example, a game in
which the payoff function is constant. One may verify that, in Example
III.1, if 
 	 � then (T,R) is a saddle point.

Unlike games with CCC, when the players have an aggressive atti-
tude towards the adversary’s constraints, the payoff in all saddle points
(if there are several saddle points) is the same.

Theorem IV.2: Consider a zero-sum game with GCG, and assume
that both players have aggressive attitude towards the other player’s
constraints. If ���� ��� and ���� ��� are two constrained saddle points,
then����� ��� 	 ����� ���, and both ���� ��� and ���� ��� are saddle
points.

Proof: Since ���� ��� and ���� ��� are saddle points, one has
��� �� � �� and ��� �� � ��. In particular, both ���� ��� and ���� ���
are feasible. Moreover

����� ��� 	 ���
��� �� �

����� ��� ����� ��� 	 ���
���

���� ����

Since �� � �� � 	�����

����� ��� 	 ���
��� �� �

����� �� � ����� ��� � ����� ����

By symmetry, we obtain ����� ��� � ����� ���, so that ����� ��� 	
����� ��� 	 ����� ���. This implies

����� ��� 	����� ��� 	 ���
��� �� �

����� ��

��� ����� ��� 	����� ��� 	 ���
��� �� �

���� ���

so that ���� ��� is a saddle point. An analogous argument shows that
���� ��� is a saddle point.

V. INDIFFERENCE TO OPPONENTS’ CONSTRAINTS

We now assume that a player is not ready to suffer a loss in order
to prevent the constraints of another player to hold. We call this be-
havior “indifference to opponents constraints”. We first consider zero
sum games, and provide a few illuminating examples. We then study
non-zero sum stochastic games, and provide a general equilibrium ex-
istence result.

Fig. 3. Zero-sum constrained game with two saddle points.

Fig. 4. Best responses in Example IV.1.

A. Zero-Sum Games

Example III.1 (Continued): Consider first the matrix game in Fig. 1,
and interpret it as a game with a constraint only on P2, where P1 is
indifferent to whether the constraints of P2 are satisfied or not. Since
T is a dominant strategy for P1, the game has a saddle point (which is
(T,R)).

Example IV.1 (Continued): Consider the game in Fig. 2. Suppose
that P1 is not constrained: 	���� 	 	� for every �, and P2’s constraints
are defined with 
 	 
�:

�����	�� 	 ����� ����� � ��� ���� � �������� � 
�� �

This gives

�����	

��	����� ����� � ��� � 
�� if ��� � � 
�,
��	����� ����� � ��� � 
�� if ��� � 	 
�,
��
��
��� if ���� 	 
�.

Suppose that both players are indifferent to each other constraints. The
unique equilibrium of the unconstrained game is ��� � 	 ��, ��� 	
��, which is not feasible. The best response for both players is given
in Fig. 4.

The figure shows that a saddle point does not exist.
Example V.1: Consider the matrix game that appears in Fig. 3, with


 	 �. Both (T,R) and (B,L) are constrained saddle points, and the two
saddle point payoffs differ. Moreover, (T,L) and (B,R) are not feasible,
and in particular not constrained saddle points.

Matrix games are a special case of the general model we study in the
next section, and therefore, as we show below, have a mixed equilib-
rium provided that the Slater condition holds.

B. Stochastic Non Zero-Sum Constrained Games

Below we provide an existence result for� -player stochastic games,
which includes, as a special case, the static games discussed in previous
sections (with the restriction that here we study games with finite action
sets).

Related Work: Zero-sum constrained stochastic games have been
studied in the context where one player controls the transitions [4],
[5], [12], and in a setting where each player controls an independent
Markov chain [10]. Non-zero-sum stochastic games with general con-
straints have been studied in [2], [3], [6]. Stochastic games with con-
straints on one side, where a player has an aggressive relation to his
adversary’s constraint, have been studied in [16].
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Below, ���� is the space of probability measures over the finite set
� . Consider the following � -players game with a finite state space �.
Each player � has:

• a finite set �� of actions. Set � �� �

��� ��;
• a finite set �� of signals. Set � �� �

��� ��;
• a stage payoff function �� � � � � � � � ��. Thus, the stage

payoff depends on the current state, on the action profile, and on
the signal profile;

• a discount factor �� � �	� 
�;
• 	 constraint functions 
�� � ����� � ��, for � � 
� � � � � 	;
• for each constraint � � 
� �� � � � � 	 , a bound ��� � �� and a

discount factor �� � �	� 
�.
For every stage � � � there is a transition function �� � �������
� � ����� � ��� � ��. Thus, given past play, nature chooses i)
the next state, and ii) a signal profile, possibly in a correlated manner.

The game is played as follows. It starts at a given initial state �� � �.
At each stage � � 
, the following happens: (i) Each player � chooses
an action ��� . Set �� � ���� �

�

���. (ii) Nature chooses ���� ����� �
� � � according to ������� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��� � � � � ��� ���. (iii)
Each player � is told of ��

� , but is not told of the current state, the
actions of the other players, or the payoffs. The signal, however, may
contain some of this information.

The information available to player � at the beginning of stage � is the
sequence of signals that the player has received so far: ��

� � � � � � �
���
� ,

and the sequence of actions that the player has chosen, ��� � � � � � �
���
� .

Hence, a behavior strategy of player � is a function

�� �

���

��� ������ � ������

The discounted expected payoff of player � under a multi-strategy � �
����

�

��� is2

����� �� �����

���

�
� ���
�������

�� ��� ��� � (5)

The discounted expected �th constraint of player � under the multi-
strategy � is given by

��� ��� �� �����

���


� ��
���


�� ��
�� ��� ��� � (6)

A strategy �� for player � is feasible given a multi-strategy ��� if
��� ����� ��� � ��� . A multi-strategy � � ����� is feasible if �� is feasible
for player � given ���, for every �. A feasible multi-strategy � is an
equilibrium if ����� � ����

�
�� ����, for every player � and every strategy

��� of player � which is feasible given ���. Observe that a player’s total
payoff and total constraint are the discounted sum of stage payoffs and
stage constraints. Such a case naturally occurs when the players have
budget constraints, and the expenses of a player are the discounted sum
of the player’s stage expenses. Below we argue that our existence result
holds in a model in which the total payoff and/or the total constraint are
the (undiscounted) sum of stage payoffs or stage constraints, provided
these summations are uniformly bounded.

We assume the following Slater condition holds.
Assumption C: For every multi-strategy �, and every player �, there

is a strategy �� that strictly satisfies the constraints 
�� ���� ���� � ��� ,
� � 
� � � � � 	 .

2Discounted games are an appropriate model when the interaction lasts many
(possibly unknown number of) periods, and profits in the near future count more
than profits in the far future. It is also appropriate when the players maximize
the total sum of their stage payoffs (or minimize the total sum of their stage
costs), and at every stage there is a fixed probability that the game terminates.
We later argue that one can relax the termination condition.

Theorem V.1: Under Assumption C, in every discounted stochastic
game with discounted constraints, an equilibrium exists. 3

It is worth noting that Example IV.1 that we have just studied is not a
counter-example to Theorem V.1, since it does not satisfy Assumption
C. Indeed, if ��� � � ���� � 
��, player 2 has no strategy � that
satisfies that ���� � 
��.

Proof: A pure strategy of player � is a function

�� �

���

��� ������ � ���

By Kuhn’s theorem, every behavior strategy is equivalent to a mixture
of pure strategies. Denote by ��

� the space of pure strategies of player
�, and by ��

� � ����
� � the space of his behavior strategies. ��

� is
a compact space in the product topology. Therefore ��

� is compact in
the weak topology, and it is convex.

Moreover, for every � and every multi-strategy �, the functions �� 	�
������� ��� and �� 	� ��� ����� ��� are linear (and in particular contin-
uous and quasi-concave).

For every player � and for every multi-strategy �, define

����� � �� � ��
� � ��� ����� ��� � ��� � 
� �

By Assumption C, this set is nonempty. Since �� 	� ��� ����� ��� is
linear, this set is convex and compact.

One can verify that the set-valued function � 	� ����� is upper-semi-
continuous. We prove that Assumption C ensures that it is lower-semi-
continuous as well. Let � be arbitrary, and �� � �����. Let ��� ��

	��
be a sequence of strategies that converge to �. We argue that there is a
sequence ���� ��	��� that converges to � such that ��� � � �� � for each
 . Indeed, by assumption C there is ! " 	, and a strategy ��, such that
��� ����� ��� � ��� � !, for every �. Since ��� is continuous

���
	��

��� ����� �� ��� � ��� ����� ��� � ��� �

���
	��

��� ����� �� ��� � ��� ����� ��� � ��� � !�

Since ��� is multi-linear, there is a sequence of numbers in the unit
interval �#� ��

	�� that converges to 1 such that

��� ����� �� #� ��� � �
� #� ����� � #� ���� ����� �� ���

� �
� #� �� ��� ����� �� ��� � ��� � 
��

The sequence of strategies ���� � ��	�� that is defined by ��� � � ��
#� ��� � �
� #� ���� converges to ��, and for each  one has ��� � � �
����� ��. Therefore �� is lower-semi-continuous.

Define $���� � ������
 �� ��� ������� ���. Then $���� � ��
� is

convex and compact, and it has nonempty values. Since the set-valued
function � 	� ����� is both upper-semi-continuous and lower-semi-
continuous, it follows that the set-valued function � 	� ��

���$���� is
upper-semi-continuous.

By Glicksberg’s generalization of Kakutani’s fixed point theorem,
there is a fixed point �� � ���� �

�

���: ��� � $���
��, for every �. The

multi-strategy �� is our desired equilibrium.
We notice that in Examples III.1 and III.2 all the saddle points are

equilibria. If in Example III.1 we set � � 
, then there is a continuum
of equilibria: each pair ��� �� such that ���� � 
 is an equilibrium.

3In our model each player observes a private signal. This implies that there is
no common state variable, as the private history of the players differ. Moreover,
without the knowledge of the strategies of the other players, a player cannot
form a belief over the set of private histories that the other players observed.
Therefore, previous work on constrained stochastic games [2], [6] cannot be
applied here.
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Total Expected Payoff: The proof of Theorem V.1 relies, in addition
to Assumption C, on the following two properties of the model:

• The strategy spaces of the players are compact and convex sets in
a metric space.

• The functions �� �� ������� ���, and �� �� ��� ����� ��� are con-
tinuous and quasi-concave.

A different model in which these properties are satisfied, and there-
fore the conclusion of Theorem V.1 holds, is the following. Suppose
there is a “terminal state” �� � �, such that the game terminates
once this state is reached. That is, the game stops at time � , where
� �� ����� � 	 � �� � ���. Define the total expected payoff by

����� �� 
����

�

���

����
�
� 	

�
� 


��

and the total expected �’th constraint by

�
�
� ��� �� 
����

�

���

�
�
� ��

�
� 	

�
�


�� 

Since the summation in the definition of the functions �� and ��� may
be infinite, these functions may be undefined for some multi-strategies.
A simple sufficient conditions that ensures that these functions are well
defined is that 
������  �� for every pure stationary multi-strategy in
the problem with full information [12]. For other sufficient conditions
see [1].

The functions �� and ��� are multi-linear, and in particular contin-
uous and quasi-concave. It follows that in a stochastic game in which
the total reward of each player � is either �� or ��, and his total �’th
constraint is either ��� or ��� , an equilibrium exists (provided that �����
and ����� are well defined for every � and every �).

As an application example, consider the dynamic setting in Example
II.1. Assume that the gains ����� are unknown to the mobiles. Periodi-
cally, the base station broadcasts a pilot signal with a known power; the
power of the pilot received by mobile � is a private signal that allows
the mobile to estimate the current value of �����. Assume also that each
mobile has a battery with a finite amount of energy. After each trans-
mission, the remaining energy depletes by the amount of energy used
for transmission. The objective of a mobile is to maximize the total
expected lifetime of its battery, subject to a constraint on the success
probability at each slot (which should be larger than some constant).
This problem can be modeled within the framework of this section.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have considered games with various types of constraints, and
observed phenomena that are new with respect to unconstrained games.
We have shown that for each constraint on a given player �, one has
to define how the other players value the violation of the constraint
of player �. In zero-sum games, depending on the attitude to other’s
constraints, the value need not exist, and surprisingly the max-min can
be larger than the min-max. Other variations in which different players
have different attitudes to other players’ constraints can also be studied.
We finally studied non-zero-sum stochastic games with constraints, and
identified conditions for the existence of an equilibrium.
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A Discrete-Time Approach to Stability Analysis of Systems
With Aperiodic Sample-and-Hold Devices

Hisaya Fujioka

Abstract—Motivated by the widespread use of networked and embedded
control systems, an algorithm for stability analysis is proposed for sampled-
data feedback control systems with uncertainly time-varying sampling in-
tervals. The algorithm is based on the robustness of related discrete-time
systems against perturbation caused by the variation of sampling intervals.
The validity of the algorithm is demonstrated by numerical examples.

Index Terms—Matrix exponential, networked control systems, quadratic
stability, sampled-data systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

The sampled-data control theory (See [1] and references therein) has
been well-developed in the last two decades, where periodic sampling
is assumed and resulting periodicity of the closed-loop systems plays a
crucial role. It is indeed reasonable to consider the periodic sampling in
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